Ta’allum AMAB reaps choice QND accolades
Ta’allum is proud of its group of schools’ robust participation at this year’s Qatar
National Day celebrations which showcased talent and ability. The climax was
AMAB delegations bringing home 2 championship awards and one third place.
AMAB participating groups emerged champions in the theatre completion and
in the legal text competition (Sanad Kanoni). It clinched third place in the lyric
poetry contest. Hours of preparations weeks before the events were well worth
the effort.
Theatre competition. The competition, in which Al Maha Primary School for
Boys won the highest accolade, was held at Dar Al Sai on 14 December 2018.
The team – all Year 6 students, comprised:
1. Hussein Abbas Mohammed Abbas
Alkhayat
2. Fahad Abdullah Al Marri
3. Rashed Hadi Rashed Al Shahwani
4. Ahmed Hamad Mubarak Al-Thani
5. Juma Al-Hatimi
6. Jassem Al-Salem
7. Ali Al Qatifi
8. Hamad Al-Belm
9. Abdullah Al Abdullah
Mr Mohamed Kamal and Mr Alaaddin Mohammad trained the contestants to
deliver such compelling performance.
Legal text competition. From the original 15 schools that entered Sanad Kanoni,
two schools: Al-Maha Boys Academy and Abdullah Bin Turki School went on to
compete in the final round.

The winning team, coached by Mr. Mohamed Kamal (Arabic Language Coordinator) was composed of:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Abdullah Ahmed Jumaili
Abdul Rahman Al-Qahtani
Talal Al-Muraikhi
Ali Khalid Al-Mir
Jassim Yousif Yar

Lyric poetry competition. In the lyric poetry competition, Shahwan Mesfer
Rashid Al Ayadi Al Hajri represented AMAB, and he won third place.

Thirty (30) schools in the State of Qatar vied for top places in this category. The
qualifying rounds were held in several stages until the best qualified were
selected for the final round. Shahwan was coached by Mr. Hussein Fouad,
Arabic language teacher and supervised by Mr. Kamal, Co-ordinator.
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